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FORT 4ONMOUTH TECHNICAL DISCLOSURE BULLETIN

Volume 1, Number 1;.December 1982

The Technical Disclosure Bulletin is published by Fort Monmouth by
authority of Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections 100.8d
and 101.7. The Bulletin is intended to disclose developments
resulting from research and development efforts of Laboratories,
Activities, and Contractors of the Department of the Army at
Fort lonmouth and to disseminate scientific and technical data
which also may be of interest to the public sector. The property
rights in the developments described herein have been retained by
the United States Government as represented by the Secretary of
the Army.

This Bulletin was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor
any of its employees, nor any person acting on behalf, nor any of
its contractors, subcontractors, or their employees make any
warranty, express or implied, nor assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, nor represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. The
publications of the Bulletin do not constitute the grant of any
license under any patent.

" The association of individuals with various articles does not
necessarily indicate authorship but is provided to acknowledge
those individuals' contributions to the ideas expressed therein.
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PREFACE

FORT I':014IOUTH TECHNICAL DISCLOSURE BULLETIN:

The following inventions have been generated by the scientific

and technical personnel of the U.S. Army, Fort lonmouth, le%.! Jersey

* nd by personnel of companies under research and development

contracts witnr Fort i.onmouth. The purpose of tue ouiletin is to

disclose inventions for which the filing of patent a~plications i:

not planned, and which otherwise would remain unpublicizeu.

U.S. Army CoL .lunicatiuaz.

and Electronics Coni.zaiu
IG LAWRENCE F. GKIBDIZ
Commanding

Deputy Chief Counsel
VICTOR J. FERLISE

Assistant Chief Counsel
for Patent Law December, 1902
SHIELDON KAIARS

Chief, Patent Prosecution
Branch
JEREIIIAH G. HURRAY
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MODEM EMPLOYING SPECTRUM CONTROL
by F.A. Wissel and D.A. Kiliman, D-1949

In communication systems where bandwidth is at a

premium, as where use of closely packed channels may occur for

instance, maximization of energy transfer is of great importance.

A modem has been proposed which will optimally contain

the energy spectrum to available bandwidth by minimizing

the out-of-band energy. The principle of operation for the

modem is a method of replacing the waveform edges of the digital

signals transferred with fractions of sinusoidal waveforms.

In this way the rising edge of a digital None" is replaced

by a positive sine while the falling edge is replaced

by a positive cosine. Similarly, the edges of a digital zero

are replaced by negative sine and cosine. These waveforms

are normally timed so that the sum 12+ Q2 is a constant

(where I and Q respectively are the "in phase' and "quadrature

phase" modulated components). This insures a constant

envelope output and the spectral containment is both originally

achieved and maintained in an efficient, simple,and practical

overall system design. Such would allow maximization

of the in-band to out-of-band energy ratio without creating

intersymbol interference,and still allows synthesis of a

constant envelope signal. The concept of utilizing fractions of

sinusoids is believed to represent a novel approach.

Previous methods of maximizing energy transfer in

a modem had disadvantages which involved filtering digital

waveshapes to eliminate sharp edges (rise and fall times) to

reduce out-of-band energy created by the high frequency edge

components. Such filtering was either applied to the baseband

1
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pre-moaulation circuitry or to the modulateu carrier signal.

However, this filtering nas two basic disadvantages, one of r

which is unique to Offset QPSN modulation. The wore typical

infinite impulse response (IIR) Oesign produces delay distortion

ver' ~u: frequency) which contributes to intersymbol

interference and subsequently to poorer data error rate.

potc.er jrobiui. results frci., the desirL .ii. U: ir rz vin a

constant total envelope power (versus. time) ouC to zu;,.,Ltion

of tiie tw.o cuadrature relative contributing co;.qponents. It

iis goal is azcnieved, the ziiltered modulated signal can be

roc.;sed trou a iz, ;1e, efficient, non-!inear a ,:lifiera

vi o rcinmrocuction o undesired spectral corMjonents.

* Thcr" are ,-c i !io auec umer oi step responses for the tx-u

,uaur~turL chIIaels that meet this criterion. These reajiorses

A,..y rnot be practically obtained by filtering techniques,

L uL can be obtaineG by the methods proposed in this discussion.

,L ..; oiagra:~.: Can QPCX modulator for this modea,

IL , i'La tiinin, and waveshape diagram appear in Figures 1-2.
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TIMING MAINTENANCE FOR LOIG RADIO FADES

by I. Havel and
J. Hackendorf, D-2030

In digital communications systems subject to random

(fade) or periodic interruptions, bit count integrity (BCI)

must be assured by timing maintenance, otherwise a loss of bit

count integrity would result in an extended system outage

while multiplexers re-frame and crypto units re-synchronize

following a fade. The conventional timing maintenance method

is to use a phase locked loop which is operated open loop

during fades. This method enables recovery from phase errors

of many cycles without losing BCI. A framing bit in the

multiplexed data stream provides a phase reference at a rate

much lower than the bit rate. By monitoring the position of

the frame bit after the fade, the number of bit cycles which

were slipped during the fade can be determined, and the loop

allowed to restore the slipped clock cycles. This principle

can be used with any digital signal containing regularly

spaced synchronization bits or characters or else additional

synchronization bits can be added. V

The Figure shows a receiver modified to maintain

timing through long fades without losing bit count integrity.

An incoming signal is detected and written into a RAM buffer
with recovered timing. A WRITE ADDRESS counter is reset to

address zero each time the frame bit occurs in the data bit

stream (e.g. every 64 data bits with an eight bit buffer).

4 Buffer size (modulus of the address counters) must be

equal to frame length or be evenly divisible thereto. Data

is read out of the RAM buffer with the clock generated by
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tic le ln _Gt.l2 iS~IOiC .(..- r2nioo, is lockecd

with the buffer n-alf .. i-Ll. Tiic voltagie controlled oscillator

* (VCO) control voltage is ac/dc converted ari6 s-tored dicjitcKIly

*in a continuously clockedA 1- tc'. iWhen a facie is actected,

thle latch cloc,, i:s jimiiritcc anc tine VC," frequency is held at

tiit . iLa~t vaiuL, store6 bej-ore tiic t-LI-ie.;e fadeZ~U

iso-vr, L., lat-ch cloc,. rLe:..Zai;7, Zli'jtoa j til a f tur irae

:;y.ac has bcc-n estab~lished a L taoc Iramo i:c- havE: reset tile

Ci-PITL. ADDRESS counter. The Loop Lheh, Qujusz its trL-quctncy t

correct the pilzse differ-ncc octnien tric rEAl) end t1PITE count

* anu rcz.,tc ro any cyclez; i.lr-C-C L u rinrj t:.o Z.CiC. In tcis cigi

~~~C7C(Z CZ,111r ± Dylscn os3>e wLotiar 13.

1.fy rc(;ucnc-, corror Lurinc, theo iaue, DCI can Luc
fiiaie or 2400 miillis, cnnr: 4':~~s Increasing tile buffer

J1:~(u,) to c ;:aa:::i;.ur ol. tic frail-c. leiic;tla) will incre--ase

LI- I>. ti i-U; iflt :J&cc>ri proportionally. r-Iii invention

ca: IZ.uzC-U on LJ. cui;u'. to maint-in D3- ,;or Some

C(J 01', (A~co~~ an c:cooZs, a..y. A pplications atrL .jozfiule

in troposcaitter rEaio m.ouei.s or in ourst co~i;.unicationsp

* systei.is. v,-.riz..tion of thi icc a y.sdt nanar

* oi.. tlimncl Iro- uurl!c-ULo-uurz;t in- i. tirac- olvision democulator.
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Panel by Z. !.un, D. LeCsxl, F. ,uo,

J. 17urby, D-2172

Thin film electroluminescent panel displays are

commonly comprised of display elements whicih are addressed by

means of intersecting horizontal anca vertical bus bars, however,

such devices have serious addressincg limitations. In tre

described invention, an active rather than passive a.r-szing

scheme is employed to improve addressing. Each ler.e;urt in an

- array incorporates a light emitting storage capacitor as a

memory, and a pair of thin film transiztors with which the

capacitor can be controlled. The procedure for Uepositin%

an electroluminescent structure on top of a tiin fiir. transistor

(TFT) circuit array results in z, spot brightnens of approxirately

100 foot-la-mucrts with an Lc excitation voltage ot ap;rcxir.iately

75 volts rms, within capabilities of the TFr2s to witnstand the

resultin, dc voitages tnt eevelo. when tn transistorL arc in

off conuition. One mrethou of combining LTj 1.ith a thin filra

electroluminescent (T'EL) uisplay is to d2-posit tiC. TFI'L

structure on a glass substrzte that already has tho TFT circuits

on it. Another is to deposit the TFEL structure on a

glass substrate that is covereu with i. transparent electrode.

The TFT circuits are then fabricateu on top of the 2FL

structure. In the former metho., one restriction that presence

of the TFT circuits impose upon the fabrication cecinniquc of

TFEL structures is that the circuits shoulu never be exposed

to see terperatures exceeding approximately 300 C,such as in

post zinc sulfide deposition annealing, e.g.; higher temperatures

would likely damage the semiconductor. Tho' ZL device should



operate at a low enough voltage which will not exceed the cap-

abilities of the TFT devices. ..i,e TFT device must be capable of

withstanding twice the full peak ac voltage applied to the

display because of charging in the TFEL capacitor when the

transistors are switched off. Also, another important

consideration is that the ac required to drive the TFEL must be

electrically isolated from the TFT gates so as not to turn

them on inadvertently. Isolation is also required in order to

minimize total capacitive current. It is possible to lower P

the gate drive and voltage requirements by shunting the TFT by

a hybrid capacitor, not thin-film, if its value is high relative

to TFEL capacitance. The cell configuration described has
been successfully used in TFT matrix displays using powdered

phosphors,and liquid crystals using sophisticated fabrication

techniques.

Figure #1 shows a TFEL structure cross section
a

which consists of two 2000 A thick yttrium oxide layers.

Sandwiched between them is a 4000 A thick ZnS:Mn:C layer.

When the yttrium oxide is deposited the oxygen is shut off

during the deposition of 200 A thick layers immediately adjacent

to both sides of the zinc sulfide. Aluminum electrodes, identical

to those in the TFT circuits, are deposited upon the TFEL

structure; these electrodes are registered to the electrodes

pad in the TFT circuits. Next, a photoresist layer is laminated

over the active area (ZnS covered area of the panel) and via

holes etched in it, is registered to the electrode pads.

Finally, a 5000 A thick aluminum layer is deposited over the

whole photoresist to make electrical contact to the aluminum pads

on the top of the TFEL structure through the holes.

9



,own theref~oreismeans of fabricating a tin

-s~rzbie display panel on a glass substrate tirat incorporateLs

* ~~. thin filmr transistor circuit to excite a two dimtensional

* irrE.v of clc ctr ol ui iescent Cotcs, the brightness o.fL eachl dot

,Q ing inuividually controlled by e~ternal signal s a pplc c

* to t~te contrc! lcros Isolation between the 'ITI" circLu,

,ourcc -or .c.TrEL is obtainct, w±ierever zhe painci iG -oz..in~

* inactivce, uyL t Aoiy a thick layer oi a insulator ba.t iccr

t,.c lart yttriu, oxicLe lyer c': ulectroluldinescent strUCtUrL,

~ - .~.~ lectrode Li.at is connectew- to tile TFL.L cxcitation

C. 1" in rccz, p;uts sz-ail capacita-nce- in serie i til

L,1~U3C- Viuces, tiaereby ruuducing the voltage across tiue TFEL

1:,j~r *k r 2. very steep briglitness voltage cnaracteri-tic of the

* FIJ, renui-: i;i 1 '!ri.anenLiy inactive regions being those at %mircrj

* ~ t.iic.. i-.uiator i.zas been rem~ovedi, allowing thie heavy Or-cil

cc~ro to ~conta.ct with the top yttriumi o.-.iue layer

o, L., - Zc~rc &e kol es in the taici. inoulator are placeoL

* so as; to ue aiijn4--c with conuucting p ads thaLt are a part o.L tne

uILerlyiny tin tilr,i transistor circuit. Lighit is genera~ted

*in thec ':'::L tructiurc only In the11 vicinity of~ tthe iole!s in tl~c

10
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iULTIPAC'TOR DRIVE1 INJECTIOII LASER
by Charles 1:. DeSantis and Joseph D. Evankow, D-22bl

A technique is disclosed which allows extremely fast

mouulation of lignt for fiber optic corimiunications, communication

systems and tarcget acquisition (CS-TA), and in general,

for radio frequency (RF) energy converted to light energy. In

CZ-Ti\ field units, such new biasing mechianisms could

accorq;lish i;mproveu resolution of a target ir.aige. As shown in

Figure 1, an injection laser A may be placed between two plates

in an evacuated area, and a space charge cloud caused by a multipactor

i:.y be r.iade to niove between the plates. llinuow E allows

[,ot~ui Cu ilca to escape. An electron space cLarcje clouc,

w.icii iAty ue -orred by thermionic or nuclear emission, moves

v-r'.icJlly in either direction between the plates and

;',:an moving p7ait the injection laser, a forward bias condition

11,,iii L:ZiZ ari. -inq; will result. y adding sei iconcductor

i-.-.Lcrial of a iiijh secondary emission ratio, the iaultipactor

Sc . w: iniLiateu at lower power input levels. Tne semiconductor

layers waay be formed by epitaxial methods. Cavity size is made

proporticnally sialler with frequency; epitaxial methods are among

tnic best choiccs for fabrication. The ratio of secondary emission

v:hich is present may be controlled by a dc bias applied at a
olower layer A', thus allowing varied power input and maintenance

of constant electron emission by a controlling of the rate of

emission thirough biasing. The semiconductor might also be

located outside the vacuum chamber, as in Figure 2, thus
eliminating the problem, at higher frequencies, of placing lasers

in the vacuum. It is well to forward bias the laser for

increased sensitivity if voltaoc swinj : cus by the multipactor

proves insufficient.

12
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FIGURE 1. MULTIPACTOR LASER

FIGURE 2. MULTIPACTOR LASER-I 
EXTERNAL SEMICONDUCTOR
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TRANSPARENT ELECTRODE FOR LOUG-LIFE ELECTROLUMINESCENT
PHOSPHOR LAMPS

by J.X. Przybysz, D-2267

The invention is a vacuum-evaporated transparent

electrode for electroluminescent phosphor lamps. The device

is particularly well-suited to application with flat panel

electroluminescent displays of the thin film transistor(TFT)-

addressed design. The electrode is composed of layers

of CdF and Au. This new composition is chemically compatible2
with the CdS-ZnS powder phosphor and results in longer

life for the phosphor lamp than previous electrodes.

The beneficial effect of the new composition results

from increased chemical compatibility between the electrode

;na the powder phosphor. The ZnS/Cds powder phosphor is

known to be extremely sensitive to its chemical environment.

;;oisture is very detrimental to long life, and lead oxides

can be suspected as well. With standard heats of formation

"or PbO=-52, CdS=-34, and ZnS=-48 kcal/mole, these basic

components of the system are energetically unstable against

formation of PbS0 4 =-219, PbS04* 3PbO = -403, ZnS0 4 = -234, and

CdSO 4=-221 kcal/mole. The new dielectric, CdP2, with heat of

formation -165 kcal/mole is inherently more stable and also

less chemically reactive with CdS and ZnS.

In these applications using electroluminescent phosphor-,
the lamp is constructed by embedding powder phosphor particles

in a plastic binder. The thin layer of phosphor/binder

(-1 mil) is sandwiched between two conducting electrodes. The

phosphor is excited by the application of an alternating voltage

to the electrodes. Because powder phosphors are used in flat

14
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panel TFT-addressed displays, the lamps are constructed by

putting an opaque metal electrode on a glass substrate and

applying the phosphor/binder mix to this electrode. A transparent

top electrode is then evaporated on top of the plastic binder.

The top electrode consists of 50A of an insulating dielectric

CdE , followed by 75A of a thin transparent, conducting gold film.

The dielectric film is necessary to obtain good adhesion of metzl

film to the thermoplastic binder.

*J
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ELECTODE -AU 72
0

DIELECTRIC FILM-CdF 2  50A

A..PHOSPHOR BINDER 1 MIL.

FIGURE 1. TFT-ADDRESSED DISPLAY LAMP
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._-H1OD FOR RAPID START OF HYDROGEN DESORPTION FROM Mg-ALLOY
GPjPHITE HYDROGE11 STORAGE IODULES

by Frederick Rothwarf, D-1998

A nethod is provided for the rapid desorption of

..ycrogen from i.g-alloy graphite storage modules. The method

is useful in combustion engines, fuel cells, and other devices

,ziiac .iydrogen fuel. According to the method, heat is rapidly

iatrouccu into the modules so as to effect the rapid and

continuuuE cesorption of hydrogen for use as a fuel or in other

;pplications requiring a continuous flow of hydrogen.

11ore specifically, the invention encompasses first

tihe fbrication of Lg-alloy graphite composites in the form of

long rods or circular or rectangular cross-section. The rods

are then asseibled parallel to one another in an array such that

each rod is electrically iniulated from its neighbors by thin

sheets of some dielectric material, such as teflon or alumina.

Such an array constitutes one hydrogen storage module. The

fuel tank of an automobile for example, using hydrogen as a fuel

consists of several such modules enclosed in a suitable pressure

tight container. The ends of the rods in a given array are

electrically connected in a series-parallel arrangement so that

vaen a switch connecting the array to a battery is closed, a

suitable electric current flows through the rod elements

causing a rapid I2R heating to a temperature sufficient to desorb

hydrogen from the rods at a useful pressure. Provision is made

to switch a new module into operation when a given module is
-4

depleted of its hydrogen.
The pressure tight module container is fitted with

suitable gas flow regulating valves, piping for leading the

17



--'rogen gas to the automobile engine or device active combustion

c,,-mber, anu finally with heat exchanges for using the exhaust

i~ from the engine or device to assist in s;upplying the neat

c"esorption to the uydrocn itodule.

The foregoing description illustrates now one can

e use of the unique structural integrity of Lg/graLise

. composites on hyariding to design modules that can be r.,;jioly

cuesorbed by electrical heating to provide quick starting.t,

Wnydrogen-fuele6 devices. Probable uses include the co1Avuinicnt

z 'art-up of automobiles, fuel cells, home heating syutemL anc.

.r vices whicL .,ill ep;Jloy 'iydrosin :. a cuii.

0 i auvantage of the invention ie; kro.., .: Ict ti...

• --. iIoy graphite coposites maintain tncir structurLi integrit'

-,rer many nydriding/aehydriding cycles. Because a soliu iwla

t:io orders oi ragnitude better heat diffusivity t ,ar. uoez a

:)owder, it is possible to more efficiently introuuce iie..t into

:ue, g/yraIhite coposite ;torage modules than woulo ie tIe c4 c

,or the powdereu hyuride iiaterials, FeTi, Laiii3 anll Ci.1'i

constitute the hydrogen storage beds being tried OLor auto,iotivL

, eat ump application.

a
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HEATNEXCHANGE

ENCLOSURE

F IGURE 1. HYDROGEN STORAGE MODULE
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E1:ICIIED CADiIIUM TELLURIDE CRYSTALS FOR RADIATION DETECTI01]
Uy Louis E. Branovich, Willis 11. Smith, Stanley DuBuske,

Adolph Hagar and Gerard L. Freeman, D-2045

A coibination of cadmium telluride crystals depleted

i;A cauriiuru. isotope-113,and cadmium telluriue crystals enriched

in cicaT1.Uiu isotope-113, is used to accurately detect thermal

:;cutrons, gamma, and beta radiation in a tniernal neutron

Lviruniaint. The term depleted refers to a cadmium telluride

cry-" Ll tiat has no,or very little,cadmium isotope-113 in it.

., turi unriched refers to a cadmium telluride crystal tnat

S:toI,. percent of cadmium isotope-113 greater ttian that

,J-c,, uocurl; in nature (12.27 atom percent to 100.00 atom s

In tne aforedescribed combination, the uepleteu cadmium
*Liiuriuc crystals re found to be excellent ganaa detectors

. z.,erL;u. neutron environments. The enriched cadmium telluride

cryLtai prove to be excellent thermal neutron detectors, and

.ou:nce reater sensitivity to neutron radiation when compared

tu ti~c na:tural cadrmiium telluride crystal detector. The following

rc;ctnon m, ay be used as an illustration:

It ::y be seen that neutron bombardment of cadmium 113 yields

X-rays, in addition to cadmium 114, which rays would register

uuringc gai.xia ray readings and result in erroneously high

i,,uasurments. However, other non-113 cadmium isotopes do not

causc this problem. Removal of cadmium 113 therefore, would

yiulu wore accurate readings of neutrons. The invention, therefore,

cotdjrises use of cadmium telluride crystals depleted of cadmium

113 for certain purposes, and enriched in cadmiunm 113 for other

20



uses. Enriched cadmium 113 compositions for example, would last

longer and be more efficient in thermal neutron environments.

Depleted cadmium 113 compositions would give accurate results

in the detection of ganma radiation in the presence of thermal

neutrons.

.

.

Ui

!e
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